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Sampling methodology and disclaimers

METHODOLOGY

A total of 854 891 non-brand mentions were retrieved for the 1 

November 2020 – 30 April 2021 period. Enterprise mentions are 

excluded from sentiment analyses to prevent bias. Twitter was 

used as the data source. Location limited to South African and 

unknown only. 

To carry out sentiment analysis with a 95% confidence level and 

an overall ± 0.4 pp margin of error on Net Sentiment, a random 

sample of 122 423 mentions were processed through BrandsEye’s

Crowd of human contributors for evaluation and verification.

For the sake of consistency, the retailers will be anonymised and 

referred to their respective letters throughout the report. 

The focus of this study intended to solely analyse conversation 

around online facilities. However, in order to minimize the margin 

of error, all conversation, including physical facilities, was included 

in this analysis. 

The data contained in this report has been subject to quality assurance processes and deemed 

accurate on 23 June 2021.

There may be slight changes in statistics thereafter due to changes or updates on or from 

social media native platforms.



Introduction & Key insights
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• BrandsEye was commissioned by Deloitte to carry out a 

online media analysis of consumer sentiment towards 

retailers over the periods of November – April 2021. 

• The aim of this report is uncover what consumers felt 

regarding their shopping experiences, highlighting strategic 

opportunities for retailers over the various month on month 

sales periods. 

• The report is segmented into four parts: An overview of the 

entire period: November 2020-April 2021, the festive season 

(November-December 2020), New Year and back-to-school 

(January-February 2021), and Easter (March-April 2021). 

Background to this report

CONSUMER SHOPPING SENTIMENT TRACKER 
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Foreword

SA CONSUMER SHOPPING SENTIMENT TRACKER 

GAINING INSIGHTS INTO CONSUMER ONLINE EXPERIENCE

In a tumultuous year for South African retailers, consumers took to online and 

omni-channel shopping during lockdown. Many of the previous assumed 

barriers consumers had, shifted and most categories experienced online growth 

and even after lockdown levels eased, consumers continued to shop online.   

At the end of 2020, Deloitte Africa commissioned a South African consumer 

survey on online shopping and complemented these findings by applying a

South African filter to the Deloitte Global State of the Consumer Tracker 

longitudinal survey to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing 

online shopper behaviour and to identify specific nuances among various

consumer groups. The report allowed us to identify seven factors that matter 

most to South African online shoppers. You can read more about these as well 

as find the report here. The survey allowed us to quantify certain influencing 

factors, but we needed to add qualitative insights into the consumers 

experiences and the key topics that drove satisfaction and sentiment.

Deloitte partnered with BrandsEye as we felt there is no better way to 

understand online shopping than to listen to the online conversations that 

consumers are willing to share about their retail experiences. Using a period of 

six months, starting with festive period when transactional volumes and 

conversations are high, gave a robust and valid sample to gain insights if 

consumer expectations were met.

Tracking conversations over a six month period allowed us to compare 

consumer sentiment associated with certain events as well as specific issues 

that remained consistent. This validated the insights from the research and the 

seven factors that do indeed influence and matter to online shoppers.

Ica van Eeden

Associate Director and Digital Commerce Leader Deloitte Africa

Tel: +27 (0) 11 304 5404

Email: ivaneeden@deloitte.co.za

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/retail-distribution/consumer-behavior-trends-state-of-the-consumer-tracker.html
https://deloi.tt/3q1iul2
mailto:ivaneeden@deloitte.co.za
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Key findings BrandsEye

Increased expectations around delivery demands and after-sales services 

negatively impacted customer experiences, especially over the festive 

season

Operations hampered customer experiences over the festive period. Increased 

demand on services due to lockdown measures (especially on the reliance for 

deliveries and less time spent in-store) revealed that many retailers were not 

equipped to deal with the demand. 

The handling and resolution of complaints on social media were critical

Consumers criticised many of the retailers for not responding to their previously 

posted queries. It emerged that although some retailers were fairly responsive 

online, they were unable to close the feedback loop to fully and effectively 

resolve the issues raised. Due to high demands and increased expectations, 

especially over competitive sales periods, customer support teams need to be 

equipped with the tools necessary to resolve consumer concerns both timeously 

and effectively. 

Operations around return, refunds, and exchanges hampered experiences 

with deliveries

For many of the e-commerce retailers, high demand sale periods (such as the 

festive season Nov – Dec 2020) revealed high expectations for a seamless 

delivery process. The return, refunds, and exchange process emerged as 

problematic. Data also showed that consumers were frequently comparing 

specials and deals across the retailers. Retailers could lose customer loyalty if 

after-sales services, such as customer support is not reinforced over these 

periods.

Consumers were mistrustful of retailers they suspected of hiking prices 

over high demand sale cycles

Consumers looked for the best deals over November but were highly critical and 

mistrusting of the promotions offered by grocery retailers over December. 

Previous allegations and convictions of price hiking from the National 

Competition Commission negatively impacted the reputation of many brands. 

Retailers need to work to rebuild trust with their consumers to counteract lost 

loyalty. 

SA CONSUMER SHOPPING SENTIMENT TRACKER 



Overview
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Yearly, promotional content driving specific retail events drive 
sales, consumer conversations and sentiment
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Some key points that stood out for the period 1 Nov 

2020 to 30 Apr 2021: 

A. Black Friday sales and early Christmas promotions 

drove positivity in November. Consumers compared 

deals between retailers, sharing promotions, with 

price driving positive referrals. 

B. Allegedly a store manager poured boiling water on a 

staff member (outlier) at one retailer, sparking 

controversy. 

C. Consumers compared specials between retailers and 

praised back to school specials from clothing 

retailers. 

D. Net Sentiment continued to climb into April as the 

retailers shared content about their CSI initiatives 

and consumers referred promotional content with 

one another. 

A

B

C

Reputational Net Sentiment over time

OVERVIEW

D
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Shopping events in the calendar also drove consumer engagement and emotions, the 
insights from their online conversation allows us to understand opportunities for future 
focus 
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Volume Net Sentiment

NOVEMBER

Volume of conversation 
and Net Sentiment peaked 
due to content around 
Black Friday.

DECEMBER

December saw second-
highest spike in 
mentions due to sales. 
Net Sentiment declined 
due to negative 
customer experiences.

JANUARY

Back to School sales 
resulted in third-highest 
peak in conversation. 
Sentiment recovered 
since December.

APRIL

Net Sentiment climbed 
due to Easter 
promotions and other 
brand initiatives.

OVERVIEW
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Just under a quarter of conversation involved operations

OVERVIEW

21.4%

56.0%

47.7%

Operations Reputation Other
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Operations Reputation

• The majority of the conversation from November 2020 – April 2021 stemmed from 

engagement with reputational-type content, such as marketing collateral, peaking over 

November and again in December due to the emphasis on Black Friday and end-of-year 

sales. 

• Just over 20.0% of consumer conversation was due to customer feedback around the 

retailers’ operations. 

• Operational conversation was at its highest over December. A sentiment analysis indicated 

that consumer satisfaction was at its lowest over this time. 

Operational and reputational share of voiceOperational and reputational volume over time
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Key operational themes discussed over the period

OVERVIEW

The topics which trended within operational 

conversation over the period. 

Turnaround time saw the highest volume*, followed 

by electronics or appliances, and returns, refunds, and 

exchanges. These topics indicate key bottlenecks for 

shoppers over the reporting period. 

But what influenced sentiment were: waiting for a 

response, followed by treatment of staff. Whereas, 

kitchenware (a promotion run by one of the grocery 

retailers on glassware), together with fashionability (of 

items from one of the clothing retailers) elicited the 

greatest positivity. 

*Volume indicates a sample of conversation.

1

2

3

1

2

3
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Higher customer expectations impacted operational Net 
Sentiment in December
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Operational Net Sentiment

A. Operational Net Sentiment over November was 

-3.2%. 

B. The Net Sentiment declined over December to 

-11.6% as issues with after-sales services and 

customer services negatively impacted experiences. 

C. Operational Net Sentiment recovered over January, 

increasing by 4.6 percentage points since December. 

D. Sentiment declined over February as operational 

issues with customer service re-emerged.

E. Net Sentiment was at its highest over April, 

indicating an overall recovery since November. 

Lower volumes of operational conversation over this 

time suggests that customer services teams were 

under less pressure than they were over November –

March. 

A

B

C

D

Operational Net Sentiment over time

OVERVIEW

E
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Retailers total share of voice/ Net Sentiment

OVERVIEW

Operational volume and Net Sentiment per retailer • The following chart summarises the overall 

performance of each retailer over the given period. 

• Just under a quarter of all conversation stemmed 

from conversation involving Retailer A. 

• Retailer A saw the highest performance over the 

period, followed by Retailer I, and Retailer B. 

• Consumers were most critical of Retailer H, and 

their experiences with Retailer D. 
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OVERVIEW

The relationship between the volume and Net 

Sentiment of the top topics driving customer 

experience conversation. 

Findings are compared between retailer A (green), 

retailer D (red), and the overall industry (grey).

Retailer A performed above the industry aggregate 

for all topics, performing notably better for its 

products, pricing, and staff. 

Retailer D performed lower than the industry 

aggregate across the board, with poor performance 

seen in its products and staff. 

Topics driving customer experiences: Retailer A vs D
N
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Volume

Physical facilities

Products

Pricing

Online facilities

Staff

Industry

Retailer A

Retailer D
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Request for assistance Monthly trend in service complaints

Service complaints peaked over December

OVERVIEW
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Negative sentiment ±1% 86.4%

Positive sentiment ±1% 11.9%

Delays in operations spiked turnaround complaints, mostly over 
December 

Query resolution (no response received) 

emerged as a key theme in turnaround 

conversation

Complaints about turnaround time peaked in 

December

The majority of turnaround time conversation 

was negative

25.3%

No response 

received

18.1%

Delays in refunds, 

returns, or exchanges

12.5%

Electronics or 

appliances

11.0%

Queuing

% of Key theme in turnaround conversation

Turnaround time comprised 22.9% of all 

operational complaints over the reporting 

period, making it the most prominent, driving 

factor in poor customer experiences.  

Turnaround conversation peaked over December 

and tapered over the remaining 

4 months. 

Just under a third of turnaround conversation 

was due to complaints about having to wait 

for a response from a retailer. 

Delays in refund, returns, or exchanges drove 

a further 18.0% of these complaints. 

A further 12.0% of turnaround time conversation 

stemmed customer experience issues 

involving electronics or appliances, popular 

products consumers tended to purchase over this 

time. Lastly, 11.0% were due to having to queue 

in-store. 
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Example mentions: Turnaround time

OVERVIEW
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Negative sentiment ±1% 93.8%

Positive sentiment ±1% 5.6%

Looking into the consumer frustrations around returns, refunds, and 
exchange policies, product quality and staff conduct were highest listed

Quality around products, especially electronics 

and appliances were listed as reasons for 

returns, refunds, and exchanges

Complaints about refunds, return, and 

exchanges peaked in December and again in 

April

Most of refunds, return, and exchanges 

conversation was negative

21.4%

Product quality

14.5%

Electronics or 

appliances

18.9%

Staff conduct

50.2

%

Turnaround 

time

% of Key theme in refunds, return, and exchanges

conversation

Conversation involving returns, refunds, and 

exchanges comprised 6.4% of total complaints 

over the period, however, the topic trended over 

December, resulting in overall poor customer 

experiences during the festive season. 

Promotions over November and early December 

resulted in high volumes of goods being 

purchased.

The increased demand put pressure on retailers 

and after-sales services were tested.

When making a return, or requesting a refund, 

consumers complained the most about the 

quality of the product. 

Consumers also complained that staff across 

the various retailers were unhelpful or 

misinformed about return policies. 
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Example mentions: Returns, refunds, and exchanges 

OVERVIEW
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• The festive season put considerable pressure on retailers to meet high consumer expectations around service and logistics, 

especially for e-commerce brands. 

• Due to the public nature of social media conversation, consumers are exposed to negative feedback posted by those who have 

shared unfavourable customer experiences. 

• Sale periods/ seasons which cannot deliver on the increased demand run the risk of losing consumers to competitors. 

• The following section will deep dive into the November – December period and will show:

- Customer experiences are negatively impacted by logistical issues around refunds, returns and exchange process. 

- Due to the highly competitive nature of festive season promotions, well intended marketing collateral can increase 

positivity, but it can also miss the mark and not elicit positive engagement. 

Conclusion 

OVERVIEW



Festive season
November – December 2020

During this period, events and promotional content drove 

shopping demand and conversations. Due to the volumes and 

emotional content of the events, shoppers were more 

engaging and critical of their experiences. 
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Trends in conversation
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Volume Net Sentiment

27 NOVEMBER

Black Friday officially 
occurred.

03 DECEMBER

Off the back of a social 
media movement, 
#PutSouthAfricans first, 
Twitter users criticised
various retailers for 
employing non-South 
African delivery drivers. 

09 DECEMBER

A disgruntled Retailer B. 
employer alleged that 
she was unfairly let go, 
sparking controversy for 
Retailer B.

FESTIVE SEASON OVERVIEW

November December

21 NOVEMBER

Consumers responded 
to Black Friday 
promotional content

Industry volume and Net Sentiment plotted over time

27 DECEMBER

Consumers 
complained 
about issues 
with deliveries. 
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Key findings over the festive season

FESTIVE SEASON OVERVIEW

Consumers were most 

engaged over Black 

Friday. Marketing 

strategies which relied on 

automated posts were the 

most effective.

Consumers looked for 

better deals over 

November, but were 

critical of pricing 

strategies over December. 

Especially for grocery 

retailers. 

Increased reliance on 

customer services put 

pressure on return, 

refund, and exchange 

operations over the 

festive season. 

Consumers expected 

better query resolution 

and response times from 

customer services agents 

over December.

Marketing performance Pricing strategy Refunds, returns, and exchanges Customer service
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Marketing strategies which relied on automated posts were the 
most effective

MARKETING PERFORMANCE

Retailer H and G, flooded Twitter with automated brand posts 

over November. 87 830 and 43 863 times, respectively. 

The automated posts offered consumers the opportunity to be 

notified of Black Friday sales. 

Due to the nature of the content in these posts, they elicited 

positive engagement from consumers. Both retailers saw the 

highest volume of Net Sentiment over this month with 33.5% and 

24.3% respectively. 

Automated posts positively informed the digital strategy for 

retailers over November 2020. 

Retailer H and G’s use of Twitter ad units 
inflated positive engagement with Black Friday 

content

Brand content Consumer Net Sentiment

Retailer H 87 380 33.5%

Retailer G 43 863 24.4%

Retailer C 27 786 5.4%

Retailer E 5 425 -0.1%

Retailer A 78 11.1%

Retailer D 41 -5.1%

Retailer B 17 10.5%

Retailer F 18 7.0%

Retailer I 0 9.0%
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Marketing strategies which relied on automated posts were the 
most effective

MARKETING PERFORMANCE

Retailer E and C’s consumers posted and reshared content the 

most over November. 

Retailer C’s consumers posted a total of 38 408 mentions, 

whereas, Retailer E’s, 37 907. 

Despite these high volumes of engagement, the retailer’s Net 

Sentiment was lower when compared to that of its competitors. 

Both retailers relied on competitions and brand content which 

encouraged consumers to engage. However, due to negative 

experiences with operations, neither brand performed particularly 

well, sentiment-wise. 

Retailer E and C’s consumers were highly 
engaged over Black Friday, but this did not 

result in positive sentiment 

Consumer posts Consumer Net Sentiment

Retailer H 8 618 33.5%

Retailer G 16 400 24.4%

Retailer C 38 408 5.4%

Retailer E 37 097 -0.1%

Retailer A 28 967 11.1%

Retailer D 19 487 -5.1%

Retailer B 20 206 10.5%

Retailer F 29 188 7.0%

Retailer I 2 832 9.0%
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PRICING STRATEGY

Conversation around pricing and affordability 

spiked in both volume and Net Sentiment over 

November, as Black Friday sales saw praise. 

Consumers praised Retailer I and H’s prices the 

most over this period. 

This could indicate that across the period, Black 

Friday sales were the most aligned with customer 

expectations.

The Net Sentiment dramatically declined over 

December. Consumers were critical towards the 

pricing strategies of the grocery retailers. Retailer F, 

followed by Retailer C received the most criticism. 

Industry Net Sentiment of Pricing over time

Consumers looked for better deals over November, but were critical 
of pricing strategies over December.

November sales praised, December 
criticised

Volume and Net Sentiment of Pricing
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Consumers looked for better deals over November, but were critical 
of pricing strategies over December.

PRICING STRATEGY

Looking at Retailer C’s pricing Net Sentiment over 

time, relative to the rest of the industry, the retailer 

saw particularly poor customer satisfaction over 

November and January. 

Consumers also accused the retailer of price 

gouging, saying that they increased prices just prior 

to Black Friday. 

Conversation around affordability subsequently 

recovered over February when the brand ran its 

Swipe and Save deals. 

This could indicate that Retailer C performed better 

(Net Sentiment-wise) during shopping periods 

where there was less competition from peers. 

November: Net Sentiment of PricingRetailer C: Net Sentiment of Pricing
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Retailer C was scuppered by its pricing 
strategy over the festive period
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REFUNDS, RETURNS, AND EXCHANGES

Increased reliance on customer services put pressure on operations 
and returns

December saw greater reliance on 
grocery deliveries

Consumers spoke about relying on online facilities 

the most over December, primarily with grocery 

retailers.

December saw almost double the amount of 

conversation about online shopping than 

November. 

Notably, consumers discussed the grocery retailers 

the most: Retailer B, A, and C. All of which offer 

delivery services. All three retailers saw overall 

negative Net Sentiment. 

This finding indicates a greater reliance on grocery 

online facilities over December with heightened 

expectations around operations. 

December: Volume and Net Sentiment 

about online facilities

Operations: Volume of conversation about 

online facilities
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Increased reliance on customer services put pressure on operations 
and returns

RETURN, REFUNDS, EXCHANGES 

Volume of complaints about refunds, returns and exchanges, top three retailers

Industry volume of complaints about refunds, returns and exchanges

Over the festive season, consumers were most 

critical of Retailer D when returning products. 

Consumers vented about the inconvenience of 

returning goods due to issues around quality and 

freshness. This conversation spiked over April.

Retailer H was scuppered by its lengthy procedures 

to reimburse returned products in January, 

indicating issues around its after-sales services. 

Retailer E’s consumers were unhappy with the 

process around the collection of products to be 

returned and delays in having their queries 

attended to and resolved. 

Retailer E’s consumers also were frustrated with the 

quality of products received- often listing this as a 

reason for returning goods. 

Refunds, returns, and exchanges 
remained a challenge
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RETURN, REFUNDS, EXCHANGES 

Example mentions: Return, refunds, exchanges
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

Volume of mentions: No response received, top three retailers

Industry volume of mentions: No response received

Consumers who shopped at Retailer H, A, and C 

were frustrated with the length of time retailers 

took to respond to and/or resolve complaints. 

Conversation spiked twice over the period, once 

over December and again in February. 

Typically, consumers try other channels prior 

turning to social media (see next slide). 

Better query resolution and response times from customer service 
are expected

Responses: Query resolution
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

Better query resolution and response times from customer service 
are expected

Consumers wait for feedback and 
responses following deliveries and trying 

call centres first

The channels mentioned by consumers in ‘no 

response received’  conversation. 

Just over a quarter of the conversation indicated 

that consumers were waiting for assistance on 

deliveries. 

20.2% cited that they had tried to contact a call 

centre, or phone a branch prior to logging the 

complaint on social media. 

A further 17.2% said that they had previously tried 

to email the retailer in questions and not received a 

response. 

Volume of mentions: Channels



New year & back to school
January – February 2021

As retailers caught up with the festive season, engagement 

volumes and resolved issues, sentiment increased during this 

period.
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Trends in conversation
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Volume Net Sentiment

9 - 11 JANUARY

An influential author 
asked followers who 
they preferred to shop 
with. 

06 FEBRUARY

A Tweet about heightened 
in-store security measures 
at townships led consumers 
to query whether some of 
the retailers were racially 
biased. 

19 FEBRUARY

Consumers praised one 
of the retailers for their 
partnership with a 
petrol station.

NEW YEAR AND BACK TO SCHOOL OVERVIEW

January February

3 JANUARY

Consumers praised 
Retailer F for its back-
to-school specials.  

Industry volume and Net Sentiment plotted over time

22 FEBRUARY

Consumers 
praised Retailer 
E for its sales. 
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Key findings over January - February

NEW YEAR AND BACK TO SCHOOL OVERVIEW

Content about clothing 

was most prominent in 

January. This especially 

was notable for school 

clothing. Consumers were 

actively comparing brands 

looking for best prices on 

items. 

Operational issues re-

emerged over February as 

sales put pressure on 

customer service 

expectations and existing 

operational issues.

Consumers were more 

positive towards brand 

initiatives over the new 

year than they were over 

the festive season. 

Consumers continued to 

be sensitive to 

conversation around price 

hiking. 

Marketing performance Retail divisions Pricing strategyCustomer service
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Consumers were more positive towards brand initiatives

MARKETING PERFORMANCE 

Retailer I dove-tailed promotions 
with CSI initiatives making it highest 

performer over January 

Clothing retailer, Retailer I experienced the highest 

overall Net Sentiment when compared to the rest of 

the industry over January. 

The brand dove-tailed its back-to-school 

promotions with its CSI initiatives. Customers were 

presented with the opportunity to donate to 

anonymise lay-by accounts when purchasing back 

to school items. 

Consumers responded well to this initiative, 

praising the brand for its ingenuity. 

Volume and Net Sentiment of retailers 

over January
Net Sentiment for Retailer I over time
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Consumers were actively comparing clothing brands looking for best 
prices on items. 

RETAIL DIVISIONS

Retail divisions over time: Clothing 
and fashion saw its highest volume 

over January 

Volume of topic: Comparing brands over time

Volumetric trend analysis on product divisions over time

Consumers continued to make brand comparisons 

over the Jan-Feb period. Although most 

comparisons were made over December, customers 

continued to scrutinise sales and promotions in the 

new year. 

Clothing and fashion saw its highest volume of 

mentions over January when compared to the 

previous period (Nov 2020 – April 2021). 

Conversation about this topic subsequently 

declined over the remaining months of February, 

March, and April.

Looking at these trends, retailers can consider the 

timing of which retail division to market. 
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RETAIL DIVISIONS

Clothing retailers over January

Volume and Net Sentiment towards clothing and fashion over time

Conversation and Net Sentiment about clothing 

and fashion spiked over January. 

Retailer F (A grocery retailer) promoted Beta school 

shoes and stationary. News around the sale trended 

as consumers encouraged each other to retweet 

mentions about the sale. 

Retailer I saw a 20.5% share of voice for this topic 

and an overall 98.0% positive sentiment. This was 

largely due to back to school sales. 

Retailer A saw the third-highest volume and 

positive sentiment with 18.1% and 74.0% 

respectively. The retailer was praised for its clothing 

sales in general. 

Retailer F has demonstrated that its peers who 

aren’t traditionally aligned with back to school deals 

can leverage of this time of the year.

Consumers were actively comparing clothing brands looking for best 
prices on items. 

Clothing conversation was most 
positive over January
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Operational issues re-emerged over February as sales put pressure 
on customer service

CUSTOMER SERVICES

Issues with operations re-emerged over 
February but reputational sentiment improved 

January saw improved operational performance when compared 

with the festive season. However, operations declined again in 

February. Operational Net Sentiment was -9.0% over the Jan – Feb 

period, a 0.9 pp decline since Nov – Dec. 

Recurrent operational issues re-emerged over February, such as 

turnaround negatively impacted experiences. Notably, consumers 

also listed product quality as an area of concern. 

Consumers were more positive about brand initiatives and 

promotions over the new year, as reputational Net Sentiment 

increased by 4.6 pp. 

Operational, Reputational, overall Net Sentiment over time

Operational & reputational Net Sentiment*

*Comparison dates: November – December 2020
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Operational issues re-emerged over February as sales put pressure 
on customer service

CUSTOMER SERVICES

Key operational topics discussed over the period
Looking at the key operational topics over January –

February, a few re-emerged as consistent and ongoing 

issues for customers. Such as refunds, returns, 

exchanges, turnaround time, and no response received. 

Consumers complained about Retailer H and E for their 

return policies again. 

*Volume indicates a sample of conversation.
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CUSTOMER SERVICES

Volume of mentions: No response received, top three retailers January - February

Industry volume of mentions: No response received

Consumers who shopped at Retailer G,H, and A 

were frustrated with the length of time retailers 

took to respond to and/or resolve complaints over 

February. 

Consumers complained consistently about Retailer 

G and A in this regard, both mentioned earlier in 

this report. 

Operational issues re-emerged over February as sales put pressure 
on customer service

Responses: Query resolution
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Query resolution: Retailer G 
responds to many of its queries but 

isn’t able to fully resolve them

CUSTOMER SERVICES

Response time analysis: Retailer G January & February

The following chart shows a response rate analysis 

for Retailer G over January – February period. The 

retailer responded to 93.0% of its service queries 

within 8.1 hours. 

Despite this, query resolution remained a key issue 

for the retailer. 

Notably, the brand responded to many queries, 

however, it is unable to close the information 

feedback loop with its consumers. 

The delay in successful resolution of issues raised 

by consumers, compounds frustration and exposes 

the brand to further slander online. 

Operational issues re-emerged over February as sales put pressure 
on customer service
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Consumers continued to be sensitive to conversation around price 
hiking

PRICING STRATEGY

Consumers were sensitive towards possible changes in 
pricing

Over the January – February period, the topic of pricing changes trended in 

negative conversation, highlighting the sensitivity of price gouging and 

possible price hiking across retailers. Consumers originally started querying 

price hikes at the start of lockdown measures in 2020, resulting in almost 30 

convictions and settlements from the National Consumer Commission (NCC). 

The convictions heightened suspicions towards the retailers, negatively 

impacting how consumers responded to sales and the general pricing 

strategies. Fears re-emerged at the start of the 2021 year, with many 

complaining about the price of ginger and garlic (see example mentions), 

leading to another probe from the NCC. Retailers need to be aware of the 

ongoing implications of these allegations especially during sales and 

promotions as consumers are particularly mistrustful of prices. 



Easter
March- April 2021

Sentiment increase as volumes ease and retailers focus on 

customer feedback and improvements in online experiences.
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Trends in conversation
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Volume Net Sentiment

EASTER OVERVIEW

March April

Industry volume and Net Sentiment plotted over time

02 APRIL

Retailer A raised funds 
for a local South African 
personality who was 
struck down with 
COVID-19.

04 APRIL

Conversation declined 
over the Easter 
weekend.

24 APRIL

Consumers discussed 
supporting small 
business instead of 
large commercial 
retailers. 
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Key findings over March – April 

EASTER OVERVIEW

Consumers were 

interested in perishable 

goods over March-April 

when compared to other 

periods. Cold chain 

management was a 

distinguishing factor 

between retailers.  

The overall volume of 
operational conversation 
over this period was also 
considerably less than the 
previous periods (Nov –
Feb), indicating less 
pressure on logistics and 
operations for the 
retailers. 

After a decline in 

conversation and Net 

Sentiment towards special 

offers since Black Friday, 

consumers re-engaged 

with sales and promotions 

enthusiastically over April. 

Marketing performance Retail divisions Customer service
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Positive engagement with special offers peaked again over April 
indicating a renewed interest in sales 

MARKETING PERFORMANCE 

Following a decline in conversation 
since Black Friday, consumers began 
to engage more with special offers 

over April

Consumers were increasingly engaged with content 

around special offers over April, the month of 

Easter. 

Retailer A and H saw the highest positive sentiment 

overall over April, and the highest share of voice for 

special offers with 17.6% and 35.4% respectively. 

Net Sentiment of retailers over AprilVolume and Net Sentiment for special 

offers
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Consumers were most interested in perishable goods over March –
April period

RETAIL DIVISIONS

Retail divisions over time: Perishable 
foods saw its highest volume over 

Mar – Apr period.

Volume of topic: Comparing brands over time

Volumetric trend analysis on product divisions over time

Perishable goods saw its highest volume of 

mentions over March and April when compared to 

the other periods. Looking at these trends, retailers 

can consider the timing of which retail division to 

market. 
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RETAIL DIVISIONS

Grocery retailer’s conversation about perishable goods: Mar-Apr 2021

Volume and Net Sentiment towards perishable goods over time

Retailer A saw the highest volume and positive 

sentiment for its perishable goods, whereas, C and 

B saw the most scrutiny. 

Retailer A was praised for the quality of their 

products as well as their house brand product 

ranges. Consumers spoke the most about their cake 

and ice-cream produce . 

Retailer C, and B however, were criticised for 

allegedly selling expired produce. 

This finding highlights the impact of cold chain 

management and how retailers can lose customer 

support and loyalty over the freshness and 

innovation of its perishable goods. 

Consumers were most interested in perishable goods over March –
April period

Quality of perishable goods 
distinguished retailers over this time
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

Operational and reputational Net Sentiment increased in Net 

Sentiment over the March – April period. Operations improved by 

5.7 pp and reputation, by 5.8 pp. 

The overall volume of conversation over this period was also 

considerably less than the previous periods (Nov – Feb), indicating 

less pressure on logistics and operations for the retailers. 

Operational, Reputational, overall Net Sentiment over time

Operational & reputational Net Sentiment*

*comparison dates: January – February 2021

Customer services improved over the period 

Operational and reputational experiences 
improved over Mar-Apr period
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Glossary of terms 1/2

Volume and mentions

Volume is the number of mentions. BrandsEye 

counts each tweet, Facebook post or comment, 

blog post, or article as an individual mention.

Opportunities-to-see

Opportunities-to-see (OTS) reflects the number of 

individuals who would have had the opportunity to 

see a mention online; it represents the potential 

exposure of the content. OTS is based on the 

number of mentions and followers of the 

contributor(s).

Engagement

The engagement score consists of the total number 

of reshares and replies on a post.

Category

This refers to the type of author a mention comes 

from—consumer, press, enterprise (brand property, 

like Twitter handles, Facebook pages, or websites), 

or directory (classifieds). 

Source

The source of a mention is the domain it comes 

from. For example, a tweet’s source is twitter.com, 

and an article’s source might be iol.co.za.

Net sentiment

Negative sentiment is subtracted from positive 

sentiment. This results in a net value. This value is 

useful as the sentiment at a specific point in time 

can be understood as a whole value.

Weighted sentiment

Weighted Net Sentiment is calculated by 

multiplying Net Sentiment by the total conversation 

volume. For example, if the conversation volume is 

24 839, and Net Sentiment is -3.4%, the weighted 

Net Sentiment would be -855.

Customer journey

A consumer’s current relationship with the brand. 

Includes six stages: not a customer, pre-customer, 

new customer, current customer, churning 

customer, and post-customer.

Channels

Touchpoints through which a consumer can interact 

with the brand.
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BrandsEye, the world’s most accurate social 

customer data business, helps large organisations 

to find and prioritise the most valuable customer 

interactions. Using a unique blend of AI and 

human intelligence, BrandsEye filters the noise of 

unstructured feedback for the conversation that’s 

high risk, high value or requires an urgent 

response.

Using BrandsEye’ Crowd powered prioritisation 

platform, companies are able to better respond to 

customers, generate more accurate and actionable 

CX insights, manage risk, and improve market 

conduct reporting. 
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